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The Newest Parts for Trucks and Tow Vehicles Now Available at Summit
Racing Equipment

Summit Racing now carries BD Diesel's Throttle Sensitivity Boosters, Monster Energy Wheels,
and Brandmotion Backup Cameras and Parking Sensors for pickups and SUVs.

Tallmadge, OH (PRWEB) January 28, 2016 -- Summit Racing now carries BD Diesel's Throttle Sensitivity
Boosters, Monster Energy Wheels, and Brandmotion Backup Cameras and Parking Sensors for pickups and
SUVs.

BD Diesel Throttle Sensitivity Boosters
Modern trucks rely on a drive-by-wire throttle setup, where the accelerator pedal interfaces directly with the
ECU to determine fuel delivery. The drawback is a noticeable increase in throttle lag. BD Diesel’s new Throttle
Sensitivity Booster eliminates that lag to give drivers razor-sharp throttle response. That causes a diesel
engine’s turbo to spool earlier, which improves both acceleration and overall drivability.

Monster Energy Wheels
The Monster Energy logo is already a familiar sight on racetracks and extreme sports venues. Now truck
owners can have that logo on their truck or off-roader with a set of Monster Energy Wheels. These limited
edition, one-piece aluminum wheels feature CNC milled edges and a beadlock-look rim. Monster Energy
Wheels are available in 20 and 22 inch diameters in a wide range of backspacing, offset, center bore
configurations.

Brandmotion Rearview Backup Cameras and PRO Parking Sensor
Larger trucks with higher beltlines often have less rearward visibility, which makes backing out of a tight
parking spot a harrowing experience. Brandmotion Rearview Backup Cameras are a cure for those white
knuckles. Made to integrate seamlessly into a vehicle’s exterior design, the cameras virtually disappear once
installed.

Brandmotion's Curb Alert PRO Parking Sensor installs in a truck’s front air dam/valence and alert drivers when
a curb or other low-profile obstacle is near. This is a really handy feature for protecting a truck’s bumper or
spoiler from damage.
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Contact Information
Alan Rebescher
Summit Racing Equipment
+1 (330) 630-0270 Ext: 7406

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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